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Session 1 – Introduction to the Master’s Methods  

Personal Testimonial: “Following in His Footsteps”      

 Before becoming aware of the teachings and station of Abdul-Baha – I was in several cities   

He visited, including New York (where I was born in 1947), Boston, Washington, Chicago, Denver,   

San Francisco, Sacramento and Los Angeles.         

 After becoming aware of His teachings and station – I was in several other places He consecrated, 

including Montreal, Oxford, Green Acre, Haifa and Akka.  In 1996, I was an active investigator of the 

Baha’i Faith while serving as a Unitarian minister.  At that time, while visiting Oxford, a colleague 

showed me a place he thought I’d find interesting – the stage from which Abdul-Baha delivered a talk – 

the exact spot where my feet were placed at that moment.  In  those days I was studying Howard Colby 

Ives’ “Portals to Freedom” as well as the Master’s “Some Answered Questions”.     

 I declared myself a Baha’i in the year 2000.  But back in the 1990s, little did I know the extent to 

which I was already beginning to ‘Follow in His Footsteps’.  My plan now is to follow Him both in this 

life and the next.   

Engagement & Teaching          

 We might use the term ‘Engagement’ to describe Abdul-Baha’s entire range of activities with 

Baha’is, with friends-of-the-Faith, with receptive souls, with curious inquirers, with leaders of thought, as 

well as with skeptics, critics and non-believers.  He held people’s attention, elevating their consciousness, 

acquainting them with the essentials of Baha’u’llah’s Revelation, enunciating its principles, employing 

effective concepts and analogies, telling illustrative stories, inspiring cooperation in applying Guidance, 

encouraging acts of service and sacrifice, fostering community-building in ever-wider circles, and 

otherwise ‘Teaching the Cause’.          

 He articulated the spirit and purpose of Teaching with powerful commands such as these in 

“Tablets of the Divine Plan”:  Enkindle the light of the love of God in the hearts… Shine forth like unto 

stars with the light of the most great guidance… Propagate the holy teachings revealed in the sacred 

books… Become heavenly farmers and scatter pure seeds in the prepared soil… Be ye engaged in the 

sowing of the seeds… Bring under cultivation a large field… Promulgate the religion of God…   

Become instruments for the promotion of the holy fragrances… Day by day may you add to your effort, 

exertion and magnanimity…Teach the souls… Travel ye throughout the world and call the people to the 

Kingdom of God… Summon the people to the ideals of universal peace… Become the cause of the 

illumination of humanity… Send fluent speakers who are detached from aught else save God…    

Live in accordance with those principles, then guide the people… Become like unto a regiment and 

conquer these countries… Deliver the Glad Tidings of the manifestation of the Lord of Hosts to all the 

people… Upraise the flag of the oneness of the world of humanity… Translate, publish and circulate 

books… Reach the ears of the East and the West… Play the melody of international conciliation… 

Educate every one… Strive ye that the Collective Center of the sacred religions be spread…    

This is the most great work!  

Abdul-Baha’s Qualities as Publicly Perceived      

 Observers of the Master’s public appearances described His qualities in terms such as these:  

power mingled with gentleness… a rare majesty of spiritual exaltation… genuinely warm, spontaneous   

& loving… poignant tenderness… more fully human… charming, magnetic & contagious… resolute, 

courageous & confident… vibrant, potent, energetic & single-minded… ineffable peace & divinity 

incarnate… eyes filled with glory… a penetrating but soothing & melodious voice… heavenly grace… 

heroically sacrificial… He planted seeds of undreamt-of potentialities.     



The ‘WHY’ of Inter-Faith & Inter-Belief Engagement      

 Why should we walk in the footsteps of Abdul-Baha?      

 What is the purpose or ultimate aim of Baha’i teaching?       

 to know & to love God, while assisting others to do likewise…      

 to be like Abdul-Baha – serving Baha’u’llah’s Cause…       

 to fulfill our duty – spreading the Faith so that God’s Will may be known…      

 to awaken souls & enkindle hearts…        

 to realize our own God-given creative & spiritual potential…      

 to build ever-more vibrant & widening communities…        

 to help bring Divine guidance to bear on world problems…     

 to contribute to an ever-advancing global civilization…      

 to embrace diversity & unify humanity…       

 to implement the Divine Plan & please God.  

The ‘WHAT’ of Inter-Faith & Inter-Belief Engagement      

 What did Abdul-Baha teach or convey to various groups of people?   

 What are the primary content-areas or major themes of Baha’i teaching?  

Principles of the Baha’i Faith Expounded  by the Master     

 The Guardian summarized the principles taught by Abdul -Baha as follows:    

 1) the independent search after truth… 2) the oneness of the entire human race…   

 3) the basic unity of all religions… 4) elimination of all forms of prejudice…   

 5) harmony between religion & science… 6) equality of men & women…   

 7) universal education… 8) adoption of a universal auxiliary language…    

 9) abolition of the extremes of wealth & poverty… 10) institution of a world tribunal…  

 11) exaltation of work in the spirit of service to the rank of worship…       

 12) justice as the ruling principle of society… 13) religion as the protector of all peoples…   

 14) universal peace as the goal of all humanity.   (“God Passes By”, pp 281-2)  

Elevated Conversation Themes         

 Book 2, “Arising to Serve”, offers us excellent conversation-themes, modeled on the Master: 

 1) Need for an Educator… 2) Independent Investigation of Truth…    

 3) God as Known through Manifestations… 4) Baha’u’llah’s Life & Mission…   

 5) Humanity’s Coming of Age… 6) Establishment of Peace… 7) Oneness of Humanity…  

 8) Justice… 9) Equality of Men & Women… 10) Universal Peace.      

 Book 6, “Teaching the Cause”, offers us additional excellent teaching themes:    

 1) Baha’u’llah as the Promised One of All Ages, The Manifestation of God for Our Day… 

 2) Unity of Humanity, Embracing Our Diversity… 3) Baha’u’llah’s Early Life…  

 4) Baha’u’llah’s Suffering & Transformative Influence… 5) The Bab’s Sacrificial Suffering… 

 6) The Bab: Announcer, Manifestation, Dawn, Purifier, Shrine, World Centre…   

 7) Abdul-Baha & the Covenant of Baha’u’llah…      

 8) The Station of Abdul-Baha as the Centre of the Covenant…     

 9) Baha’i Laws: Loving-Knowing God, No Backbiting, No Alcohol, Educating Children…  

 10) Understanding & Following Guidance…       

 11) Religion as Addressing Individuals, Communities & Institutions.  

 



The ‘HOW’ of Inter-Faith & Inter-Belief Engagement      

 How did Abdul-Baha engage with people of various backgrounds?     

 How – or with what spiritual qualities – shall we teach the Faith?     

 1) Illumined Hearts, Discerning Eyes, Attentive Ears – Illumine our hearts, grant us 

discerning eyes and attentive ears… Enable us to do that which is worthy of Thy holy Threshold.   (Baha’i 

Prayers p 83)   Be in perfect unity.  Never become angry with one another… Love the creatures for the 

sake of God and not for themselves… The imperfect eye beholds imperfections.  The eye that covers faults 

looks toward the Creator of souls.  (PUP p 93)        

 2) Joy in Sharing the Word of God – Joy gives us wings!  In times of joy our strength is more 

vital, our intellect keener, and our understanding less clouded.  We seem better able to cope with the 

world and to find our sphere of usefulness.  (PT 35.2)       

 3) Detachment from Results – The intention of the teacher must be pure, his heart independent, 

his spirt attracted, his thought at peace, his resolution firm, his magnanimity exalted and in the love of 

God a shining torch.  (TDP p 51)          

 4) Sacrificial Endeavour – Until a being setteth his foot in the plane of sacrifice, he is bereft of 

every favour and grace; and this plane of sacrifice is the realm of dying to the self, that the radiance of 

the living God may then shine forth.  (SWAB, no. 36, p 76)       

 5) Courage, Dignity, Conviction – Speak out with great courage at every meeting… Turn first to 

Baha’u’llah, and ask for the confirmations of the Holy Spirit… then open thy lips… with the utmost 

courage, dignity and conviction.  (SWAB no. 216, p 282)       

 6) Tempered Wisdom of the Skilled Physician – The teaching work… should be tempered with 

wisdom… Not everything that a man knoweth can be disclosed, nor can everything that he can disclose be 

regarded as timely, nor can every timely utterance be considered suited to the capacity of those who hear 

it… First diagnose… and identify… then prescribe the remedy, for such is the perfect method of the 

skilled physician.   (SWAB, nos. 213-14, pp 281-82)      

Common Patterns in Abdul-Baha’s Public Talks         

 In many of the Master’s public talks He used a content-pattern or format like this:   

 1) starting with a personal feeling or simple observation (even the weather) –    

  an informal comment about local or global circumstances     

 2) transitioning to a spiritual principle or theme        

 3) supporting this theme with a quote or act of Jesus, or perhaps another Biblical reference 

 4) connecting the theme to Baha’u’llah and the related Baha’i principles     

 5) expounding this Baha’i teaching in a little detail… and       

 6) closing with an exhortation to internalize this message, and perhaps a short prayer.        

In other words, Abdul-Baha tended to move from the commonplace to a more spiritual and universal 

topic, then related this topic to the Christian heritage, then to the Baha’i Revelation more fully, and 

concluding with the application of the main theme both individually and collectively.       

(See R. Stockman’s “Abdul-Baha in America”, pp 67, 71)  

The Master’s Description of Face-to-Face Conversation & Teaching – A pleasing, kindly 

disposition and a display of tolerance towards people are requisites of teaching the Cause… One should not engage 

in disputation leading to and ending with obstinate refusal and hostility… One ought to say: right, admitted, but 

look at the matter in this other way, and judge for yourself whether it is true or false… said with courtesy, with 

kindliness, with consideration.  Then the other person will listen, will not seek to answer back and to marshal proofs 

in repudiation… He sees that the purpose has been to impart the word of truth, to show humanity, to bring forth 

heavenly qualities.  His eyes and his ears are opened, his heart responds, his true nature unfolds and by the grace of 

God, he becomes a new creation…. (Balyuzi p 27)  



Session 2 – The Master’s Engagement with Christians  

Progressive Revelation & the Christian Faith  
 Abdul-Baha taught: The holy Manifestations who have been the Sources or Founders of  

the various religious systems were united and agreed in purpose and teaching. Abraham, Moses,  

Zoroaster, Buddha, Jesus, Muhammad, the Bab and Baha’u’llah are one in spirit and reality.  

Moreover, each Prophet fulfilled the promise of the One Who came before Him and likewise,  

Each announced the One Who would follow. (PUP p 197)  The same God is behind the sequential     

and progressive Revelations of all the major and minor Biblical Prophets – including Abraham, Moses     

and Jesus.  

  Progressive Revelation is a major teaching of the Baha’i faith.  It is the view that when a     

major portion of humanity needs a new religion, when the previous one has lost its potency     

and guiding power, when decline and corruption have become apparent, and when adherents     

are disillusioned and adrift, God sends a new Revealer.  Each revelation is progressive in that     

it elevates humanity, propelling us forward after inevitable periods of decline.  Each religion     

at its zenith makes moral, spiritual and social advances over its predecessors.       

 Progressive Revelation is a new paradigm for understanding world religion and     

world history.  It poses a special challenge for many Christians who believe that Jesus     

Christ is the very incarnation of God, the final offer of salvation to humanity, revelation being     

sealed after the New Testament, and no other Saviours or Prophets will enter human history.      

From this perspective, Muhammad and Baha’u’llah are false prophets, and their errors and evils     

will be finally removed when Christ returns.            
 But Abdul Baha taught: Light is good in whatsoever lamp it is burning… A star has the same    

radiance if it shines from the East or from the West.  Be free from prejudice, so you will love the Sun of     

Truth from whatsoever point in the horizon it may arise!  You will realize that if the Divine light of truth     

shone in Jesus, it also shone in Moses and in Buddha... See the truth in all religions, for truth is in all,     

and truth is one.  (PT 41.9)  He tried to open Christians’ hearts to the reality that God never leaves  

humanity without guidance, that revelation continued after Jesus, that the Divine Word was offered by    

Muhammad, that the Bab was the spiritual return of John the Baptist, and that Baha’u’llah is the     

Return of the Spirit of Jesus Christ.   

 

Groups of Christians Engaged by Abdul-Baha:       

 Lebanese Christians… Coptic Christians… Unitarians… Universalists… Congregationalists… 

 Methodists… Episcopalians… Northern Baptists…  Latter-Day Saints… Japanese Christians… 

 Anglicans… Lutherans… Roman Catholics… Salvation Army… Christian Scientists…   

 Scottish Presbyterians. 

The New Testament as Interpreted by Abdul-Baha       

 The Master spoke of the Bible in general as        

  the Word of God… celestially inspired… the mystery and light of God’s Kingdom…  

  the sign of His guidance… the book of salvation… a divine bounty.    

 He referred to the New Testament in particular as       

  the glorious melodies of the Gospel… the divine verses of the Evangel…    

  the sanctuary of the Four Gospels.   

Jesus Christ as Portrayed by Abdul-Baha         

 The Baha’i Faith views Jesus Christ as a Manifestation of God Who brought the prophetic 

fulfillment of the Jewish Faith, and was also the harbinger of the Islamic Faith.  He was the promised 

Messiah for the Jews, and had the authority to abrogate Mosaic Law.  He called Himself the Son of God, 



but this must be understood figuratively rather than literally.  Abdul-Baha pointed out, while in Egypt 

conversing with Christian missionaries, that the term ‘Son of God’ was current in the days of both Moses 

and Jesus, and it referred to the whole of Israel and those truly loyal to God.    

 Abdul-Baha called Jesus the Spirit of God… a universal Manifestation… the essence of the 

Holy Spirit… the Word of God… a true Educator of the world of humanity… and the Father is in the Son.   

He described Jesus as a cause of the spiritual life of humanity, a ransom for the life of the world, as well 

as a perfect example of love in the world… the highest type of action on earth.      

 The Master spoke of Christ’s Revelation as enduring.  Even now the breezes of Christ still 

waft, His light still shines, His call is still upraised, His banner is still unfurled… His glory is still clear 

and indisputable… and the same holds true for every soul that abides beneath His shade and partakes of 

His light.  (SAQ 38.7)           

 His Resurrection is to be understood symbolically as follows: After the martyrdom of Christ, 

the Apostles were perplexed and dismayed… His spiritual power seemed entirely lost… The Cause of 

Christ was thus as a lifeless body.  After three days the Apostles became firm and steadfast, arose to aid 

the Cause of Christ, resolved to promote the divine teachings… The Cause of Christ… was quickened to 

life and surrounded by the grace of the Holy Spirit… this was a true resurrection.  But the clergy… did 

not comprehend this mystery… interpreting it as the ascension of Christ in a physical body.  (SAQ 23.6)  

Other Major Christian Figures as Portrayed by Abdul-Baha      

 (drawn mostly from SAQ, PUP & SDC):        

            

 Mary, the mother of Jesus, through the Holy Spirit, glorified the human race by (her) 

excellence.           

 John the Baptist instituted a symbolic practice of purification by repentance; the Holy Spirit 

descended on Jesus (spiritually and symbolically) when He was baptized  by John.   

 Peter, greatest of the eleven disciples, the Prince of the Apostles, whose faith was the true 

foundation of the church of God, which is the Law of God.      

 Paul, a model of conduct for the people, Jesus’ most faith servant, who was in close embrace with 

His Holiness… a heavenly and divine philosopher.       

 The Apostles, after the ascension of Jesus, stood up with their spiritual qualities and with deeds 

that were pure and holy, and they arose by the power of God and the life-giving breaths of the Messiah to 

save all the peoples of the earth.          

 Mary Magdalene, the one who comforted the disciples and re-established their faith;    

she was among the women who glorified the human race by their excellence.  Abdul-Baha taught that she 

went to Rome, sought out the Emperor, and interceded for the Jews whom Pontius Pilate was persecuting 

for having misled him to condemn Jesus to death.  (Balyuzi, p 348)     

 John the Divine, author of the final bool of the New Testament; what truth can be greater than 

that announced by the Revelation of Saint John the Divine?       

 Constantine, Roman Emperor, the great king, the first Roman ruler to champion the Cause of 

Christ; he spared no efforts, dedicating his life to the promotion of the principles of the Gospel, and 

solidly established the Roman government… on moderation and justice.      

 The Papacy once had such power that the kings of Europe shook and trembled before (it)… the 

instructions of Christ are one thing and the conduct of the papal government is quite another… the Holy 

See has consistently opposed the expansion of knowledge.       

  

 



 Luther opposed the Pope on certain points of doctrine… his position as regards the freedom of 

religious leaders to marry, the abstention from worshipping and making prostrations before images and 

representations… and the abrogation of ceremonials which had been added to the Gospel, was 

demonstrably correct. 

Christian Prophecy as Interpreted by Abdul-Baha       

 The Master offered authoritative and elaborate interpretations of the prophecies of Isaiah and 

Daniel in the Hebrew scriptures, as well as of Matthew and the Revelation of John in the New Testament.  

In “Some Answered Questions” Abdul Baha offers 25 chapters (or 107 pages) on Christian themes.  

Chapters 10-14 of this book are devoted specifically to prophecies pointing to the Baha’i Era.   

 Isaiah 2, 9 & 11 are thought by Christians to point to Christ, but more specifically and 

significantly they point to Baha’u’llah and the Baha’i Era.           

 It shall come to pass in the latter days that the mountain of the house of the Lord    

  shall be established as the highest of the mountains…      

  and all the nations shall flow to it…        

  (Isaiah 2.2, pointing to Mt Carmel & the Baha’i World Centre)    

 He shall judge between the nations… and they shall beat their swords into plowshares…   

  nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more…  

  (Isaiah 2.4, pointing to Baha’u’llah & the Most Great Peace)    

 For to us… a son is given; and the government will be upon his shoulder,    

  and his name will be called ‘Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father,  

  Prince of Peace’.           

 Of the increase of his government, and of peace, there will be no end…     

  (Isaiah 9.6, pointing to Baha’u’llah & the Baha’i Era)     

 There shall come forth a shoot (David) from the stump of Jesse,      

  and a branch shall grow out of his roots.       

 And the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding,   

  the spirit of counsel and might… he shall… decide with equity     

  for the meek of the earth; and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth….  

 Righteousness shall be the girdle of his waist… the wolf shall dwell with the lamb…   

 They shall not hurt or destroy in all my holy mountain;       

  for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea… 

 (He) shall stand as an ensign to the peoples; him shall the nations seek,     

  and his dwellings shall be glorious.  (Is. 11.1-10, pointing to Baha’u’llah & the Baha’i Era)  

      

 Daniel 7, 8, 9 & 12 points both to Jesus and the Christian Faith, as well as to the Islamic Era,   

but most significantly to the Bah, Baha’u’llah & the Baha’i Faith.      

 …there came one like a son of man… to him was given dominion and glory and kingdom,  

  that all peoples, nations and languages should serve him;     

  his dominion is an everlasting dominion…       

  (Daniel 7.13-14, pointing in part to Christ, but especially to Baha’u’llah)   

 (But one will come who) shall speak words against the Most High…     

  (and) the times and law… shall be given into his hand for     

  a time, two times, and half a time…         

  (Daniel 7.25, pointing to illegitimate Sunni Islamic rule)     

  



 For how long is… the transgression that makes desolate,      

  and… the sanctuary trampled under foot?...       

 For two thousand and three hundred evenings and mornings,      

  and then the sanctuary shall be restored to its rightful state…       

  (Daniel 8.13-14, pointing to the long domination of Israel & the Bab’s Declaration)   

 Seventy weeks of years are decreed concerning your people and your holy city…    

  an anointed one… shall make a strong covenant with many for one week…   

  (Daniel 9.24-27, pointing to Israel’s atonement for transgression & Christianity’s birth)  

 (Much later) shall arise Michael, the great prince who has charge of your people …   

  and those who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the firmament…   

 And from the time that the continual burnt offering is taken away,     

  and the abomination that makes desolate is set up,      

  there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days.       

  (Daniel 12.12, pointing to Islamic rule & Baha’u’llah’s Declaration)    

             

 Matthew 24 points to the decline of the Christian Era and the Islamic Era, the migration of Jews 

to Israel, world wars, and the Return of the Spirit of Jesus Christ, Who is identical to Baha’u’llah.    

 …many will come in my name… and they will lead many astray...    

 And because wickedness is multiplied, most men’s love will grow cold…    

 And you will hear of wars and rumors of wars…       

 For nation will rise up against nation…  and there will be famines and earthquakes…   

  all this is but the beginning of the birth-pangs…       

 And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached throughout the whole world…    

  and then the end will come.         

 So when you see the desolating sacrilege spoken of by the prophet Daniel…    

  let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains…     

 There will be great tribulations, such as has not been from the beginning of the world…  

 For as the lightning comes from the east and shines as far as the west,     

  so will be the coming of the Son of man…      

 …the sun will be darkened… and the stars will fall from heaven…     

  then will appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven,      

  and then all the tribes of the earth will mourn, and they will see     

   the Son of man coming on clouds of heaven with power and great glory.  

 Revelation 11, 12, 21 & 22 point to the legitimate founding of Islam, its early corruption, its 

authoritative Shiah rule, and the missions of the Bab and Baha’u’llah and the Most Great Peace. 

 …they will trample over the holy city for forty-two months.       

 And I will grant my two witnesses power to prophesy       

  for one thousand two hundred and sixty days…       

  (Revelation 11.2-3, pointing to the Islamic Era)       

 And a great portent appeared in heaven, a woman clothed with the sun,     

  with the moon under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve stars…   

 She brought forth a male child, one who is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron…   

  she has a place prepared by God, in which to be nourished    

   for one thousand two hundred and sixty days.       

 Now war arose in heaven, Michael in heaven and his angels fighting against the dragon… 

  that ancient serpent… the deceiver of the whole world…       



 But the woman was given two wings of the great eagle that she might fly from the serpent  

  into the wilderness… to be nourished for a time, and times, and half a time…   

  (Revelation 12.1-7, pointing to legitimate but persecuted Shiah Islam, and the Bab)   

 Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth… and I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem…   

  and I heard a loud voice from the throne saying,      

  ‘Behold, the dwelling of God is with men… I make all things new’….   

 And the city has no need of sun or moon to shine upon it, for the glory of God is its light…   

  by its light shall the nations walk…        

  they shall bring into it the glory and honor of the nations…     

 And the night shall be no more… for the Lord God will be their light,     

  and they shall reign for ever and ever.        

   (Revelation 21 & 22, pointing to Baha’u’llah, the Baha’i Era & the Most Great Peace)  

 A generic prophecy on humanity’s future revealed by Abdul-Baha (SAQ pp 45-46)

 … all have been promised the advent of two successive Manifestations…     

  that through these twin Manifestations the earth will become another earth;  

  all existence will be renewed;        

  the contingent world will be clothed with the robe of new life;     

  justice and righteousness will encompass the globe;      

  hatred and enmity will disappear;        

  all causes of division among peoples, races and nations will vanish;    

  whatever is the  cause of division among peoples, races and nations will be obliterated;  

  and that which ensures unity, harmony and concord will be promoted.    

 The heedless will arise from their slumber; the blind will see; the deaf will hear;   

  the dumb will speak; the sick will be cured; the dead will be quickened;    

  and war will give place to peace.         

 Enmity will be transmuted into love;         

  the root causes of contention and strife will be eliminated;     

  mankind will attain true felicity;        

  this world will mirror forth the heavenly Kingdom;      

  and the earth below will become the throne of the realm above.    

 All nations will become one nation; all religions will become one religion;    

  all mankind will become one family and one kindred;      

  all regions of the earth will become as one;       

  racial, national, personal, linguistic and political prejudices     

   will be effaced and extinguished;       

  and all will attain everlasting life under the shadow of the Lord of Hosts.     

Themes of Engagement with Christians         

 The Master approached Christians as believers in Christ as the Son of God, the fulfillment of 

Messianic prophecies in the Jewish scriptures, and as believers in the Word of God as presented both in 

the Old Testament and the New Testament.  But He attempted to build especially strong bridges of 

understanding between their faith affirmations and the Revelations of Muhammad and Baha’u’llah,   

as well as other Manifestations of God – including Abraham, Moses, Zoroaster, Krishna and Buddha.   

             

  



 Abdul-Baha emphasized that the true greatness of Christ was not due to His being without a 

physical father, nor even His being born of the Holy Spirit, but rather,     

 the honour and greatness of Christ reside… in His divine perfections, outpourings, and 

 splendours.  Jesus undertook to reform the morals of the people… laid the foundation of eternal 

 honour for the Israelites… undertook to rehabilitate the fortunes of the entire human race.  

 Despite His abasement with a crown of thorns and being crucified, His light and grace 

 encompassed the world, for all the kings of the earth were unable to resist Him… their standards 

 were cast down, while the standard of that Wronged One was raised to the loftiest heights.  

 (SAQ 6.3-4)  

Among the themes that Abdul-Baha explored & reinterpreted with Christians were:   

 the need to distinguish sensible, concrete terms that we find in scripture    

  from intelligible, abstract & spiritual terms also in scripture…    

 prophecies of the Jewish scriptures & the Christian scriptures…     

 the virgin birth of Christ…         

 the nature of baptism…          

 the symbols of bread & wine…           

 the miracles of Christ…          

 the resurrection of Christ…         

 the descent of the Holy spirit upon the Apostles…       

 the true nature of the Holy Spirit…        

 the Second Coming of Christ & the Day of Judgment…      

 the doctrine of the Trinity…         

 the pre-existence of Christ…         

 sin & atonement… Adam & Eve…        

 the meaning of being ‘called’…         

 the Return of the Prophets…          

 free will & predestination…         

 the great service institutions generated by Christians across the ages…     

 the extent to which European culture & development were due to Islamic learning & civilization.   

Common Ground: Christians & Baha’is         

 belief in the Creator, the Holy Spirit & the saving power of Christ…     

 revering Abraham, Moses, David’s psalms, Solomon’s wisdom & Isaiah’s prophecies… 

 affirming that Jesus fulfilled some of the prophecies in Jewish scriptures…  

 affirming the spirituality & social justice of Jesus’ teachings…    

 affirming the inspiration & symbolic lessons of the Gospel…     

 the exemplary  & sacrificial services of the Apostles – especially Mother Mary, Peter,   

  Paul & Mary Magdalene…        

 the civilizing power of the Christian Faith…       

 the learnedness & social-cultural contributions of some popes & thinkers     

 through the ages – including legal reform, schools, libraries, integrating Greek philosophy,  

  Roman cosmopolitanism, providing hospitals, orphanages     

  & other philanthropic institutions…       

 the basic justification of the Protestant Reformation – several of Luther’s critiques of   

  Roman Catholicism were demonstrably correct. 



Session 3 – The Master’s Engagement with Other Faith Communities  

Progressive Revelation & the Family of Faith Traditions     

 Abdul-Baha taught: The holy Manifestations who have been the Sources or Founders of the 

various religious systems were united and agreed in purpose and teaching. Abraham, Moses, Zoroaster, 

Buddha, Jesus, Muhammad, the Bab and Baha’u’llah are one in spirit and reality. Moreover, each 

Prophet fulfilled the promise of the One Who came before Him and likewise, Each announced the One 

Who would follow. (PUP p 197)  The same One God is behind the sequential and progressive Revelations 

of all the major Prophets.           

 Progressive Revelation is a major teaching of the Baha’i Faith.  It is the view that when a   

major portion of humanity needs a new religion, when the previous one has lost its potency and guiding 

power, when decline and corruption have become apparent, and when adherents are disillusioned and 

adrift, God sends a new Revealer.  Each revelation is progressive in that it elevates humanity, propelling 

us forward after inevitable periods of decline.  Each religion at its zenith makes moral, spiritual and social 

advances over its predecessors.            

 Abdul Baha taught: Light is good in whatsoever lamp it is burning… A star has the same   

radiance if it shines from the East or from the West.  Be free from prejudice, so you will love the Sun of   

Truth from whatsoever point in the horizon it may arise!  You will realize that if the Divine light of truth   

shone in Jesus, it also shone in Moses and in Buddha... See the truth in all religions, for truth is in all,   

and truth is one.  (PT 41.9)   Blessed souls … (including) Zoroaster, Krishna, Buddha…  were the cause of 

the illumination of the world of humanity.  (PUP p 489)       

 Progressive Revelation is the claim that all religions are essentially one – having come from 

the one and only Divine Source – and the differences among them are due to the varying requirements of 

the cultural and historical contexts in which they were born.  Founders such as Moses, Zoroaster, 

Krishna, Buddha, Christ, Muhammad and Baha’u’llah were united in their divine aspects and 

spiritual teachings.  They were prophetically linked agents of a single providential plan.  Their 

authority was given to them by God, and each had equal access to divine wisdom and power.  But they 

were also distinct in their human temples, historically separate and addressing unique social contexts.       

Groups of Jews Engaged by Abdul-Baha:        

 Iranian, Iraqi & Turkish Jews (in His childhood & youth)… Palestinian Jews in Haifa & Akka…  

 Jews in Alexandria, Egypt… Reform Jews & rabbis in New York, Chicago, Minneapolis  

 & San Francisco… Jewish union-members in Montreal… Jews in England, France & Germany… 

 Jews in Hungary & Austria.    

Themes of Engagement with Jews:          

 the ‘ingathering’ of Jews in Palestine began in the 19th century…    

 their historic humiliations will ultimately be replaced by ‘eternal glory’…   

 though further humiliations in Europe will still occur…     

 progressive revelation as extending beyond that described in Hebrew Scriptures…  

 among the Prophets of God Jews must  recognize: Jesus, Muhammad & Baha’u’llah…  

 the Bab was the ‘return of Elijah’…        

 large Jewish congregations were engaged, with their leaders in NYC, SF & Washington…  

 religion’s civilizing role in world history…       

 the transformative contributions of Abraham, Moses, David & Solomon…   



 the weakening of Israel’s foundations, with the resulting Babylonian Captivity,    

  later followed by Greek & Roman oppression…      

 the rigid & corrupt Pharisees rejected Jesus’ new revelation from God…    

 the early Christian faith spread Moses’ Divine revelation around the world…   

 Muhammad  confirmed both Jewish & Christian revelations… Why should not the followers of  

  one religion praise the Founder or Teacher of another?...      

 the talk in SF was the ‘towering climax’ of Abdul-Baha’s North American talks…  

 first affirmation in a synagogue (SF, Oct 12, 1912) that Christ & Muhammad brought humanity  

  the Word of God… The age… century… dispensation… cycle… epoch has begun… all  

  mankind shall dwell in peace… beneath the shelter of the great tabernacle of the one  

  living God… there was no dissent!…       

 but in Washington (Nov 8, 1912) there was an attempt to stop His address, restlessness,   

  and some left the synagogue near the end of His talk.      

              

Solomon’s Wisdom Tradition: Gift to the Intellectual Heritage of Later Civilizations 

 The ‘Wisdom of Solomon’ became a long-standing tradition of learning that spread far and 

wide. It eventually brought monotheistic influences to the Greeks through figures such as Pythagoras, 

Socrates, Plato and Aristotle.  It is a matter of record in numerous historical works that philosophers of 

Greece such as Pythagoras, acquired the major part of their philosophy, both divine and material, from 

the disciples of Solomon. And Socrates after having eagerly journeyed to meet some of Israel’s most 

illustrious scholars and divines, on his return to Greece established the concept of the oneness of God 

and the continuing life of the human soul after it has put off its elemental dust.  (SDC, p 77)  

 Solomon’s Wisdom would also play an important role in Jewish learning centers that were 

established in the diaspora – including the cosmopolitan cities of Alexandria, Damascus and 

Byzantium – where Hebrew and Greek concepts blended, and together had a powerful formative 

influence on the Greco-Roman, Christian and Islamic civilizations.  In the splendor of the reign of 

Solomon… sciences and arts advanced to such a degree that even the Greek philosophers journeyed to 

Jerusalem to sit at the feet of the Hebrew sages and acquire the basis of Israelitish law.  (PUP p 512)  

 Wisdom may be regarded as moral-spiritual intelligence, and as ethical and practical guidance 

that is offered in scripture.  It may take the form of a revelatory story in which exemplary qualities are 

manifest.  It may take the form of proverbs, or short assertions of principle, especially directed to 

learners in various stages of their lives.  It may take the form of a theological essay on the unique, 

formative and guiding agency of God that is active in the shaping of creation and history, sometimes 

called the Divine Spirit, the Word of God, or the Logos.  It also promotes learning in the form of   

Arts and Sciences.  All of this is a major contribution to the intellectual heritage of later civilizations 

 The books called the Wisdom of Solomon and Ecclesiasticus have been the most quoted of the 

Apocrypha (non-canonical literature), and are attributed to Solomon’s Wisdom Tradition.  In this 

literature as a whole we can discern this formula:       

 Wisdom = Spirit = Word = Logos = Divine Revelation = Law = Truth.      

 Wisdom of Solomon 7: 17-22 – It is God who gave me unerring knowledge of what exists,  

 to know the structure of the world  (cosmology, geography, geology, physics, architecture?)  

 and the activity of the elements;  (alchemy, metallurgy, chemistry?)     

 the beginning and end and middle of times,  (evolution & other developmental theories?)  



 the alternation of the solstices and the changes of the seasons,  (geophysics, astrophysics?)  

 the cycles of the year  (agricultural sciences?)        

 and the constellations of the stars,  (astrology, astronomy?)      

 the natures of animals… (zoology, physiology, animal husbandry?)    

 the powers of winds  (weather sciences?) and spirits  (ethics, theology, psychology?)  

 and the reasonings of men… (philosophy, political science, logic, rhetoric, literary analysis?) 

 the varieties of plants (botany, horticulture, agricultural sciences?)    

  and virtues of roots  (culinary sciences, medicine?)       

 I learned both what is secret  (esoteric, spiritual or implicit forces?)    

  and what is manifest, (exoteric, empirical or public knowledge?)   

   for Wisdom, the fashioner of all things, taught me.  

Common Ground: Jews & Baha’is         

 belief in one God, Creator of heaven & earth… revering Abraham & His legacy…  

 revering Moses & recognizing Him as a Divinely inspired Prophet & Lawgiver…  

 belief in Hebrew Scriptures as the revealed Word of God…     

 belief in David’s revelation & recognition of His spiritual legacy…    

 respect for Solomon’s Wisdom tradition…        

 belief in the truth of prophecy & Messianic fulfillment…     

 recognizing Palestine/Israel as an historic Holy Land…  recognizing Israel as for the Jews…  

 valuing social justice & the responsibility of ‘repairing the world’…    

 compassion for the persecuted… deep interest in study, mystical spirituality & world history… 

 marvelling at the order of creation & the value of scientific investigation…   

 love of learning – the arts & sciences… desire to build the Divine Kingdom.     

             

Groups of Muslims Engaged by Abdul-Baha:         

 Shiah & Sunni Muslims in Iran, Iraq & Turkey (in His childhood & youth)…  

 Palestinian Muslims in Haifa & Akka…  leaders of thought in Alexandria & Cairo… 

 diplomats & other government officials from Iran, Iraq, Armenia, Turkey, Syria & Egypt…

 diplomats in the U.S., England, France & Germany.   

The Qur’an as Interpreted by Abdul-Baha       

 The Master spoke of the Qur’an as the Word of God… the glorious Qur’an… the Divine Book… 

teaching the attributes & perfections of God, the prophethood of His Messengers, the precepts of His 

religion, moral and spiritual virtues, protecting women’s dignity and rights, as well as touching on certain 

fields of knowledge such as biology and astronomy.  The Qur’an affirms the stories of Mary and Jesus, as 

well as twenty-eight prophets of Israel, including seven versions of the Mosaic narrative.   

Muhammad as Portrayed by Abdul-Baha        

 The Master spoke of Muhammad as a Messenger of God, illiterate but divinely inspired…   

a Universal Educator and the Founder of Islamic civilization… the Seal of the Prophets in that He 

completed the Cycle of Prophecy and prepared the way for the Great Announcement of humanity’s 

spiritual maturity… very respectful and protective of the People of the Book – Jews, Christians and 

Sabians… and very reluctant to use force, but was compelled to do so by circumstances.  



Islamic Prophecy as Interpreted in the Baha’i Faith      

 The Baha’i Faith offers an interpretation of the ‘Seal of the Prophets’ differing from 

traditional Islamic teaching.  Muhammad is not the father of any of your men, but he is the Messenger 

of God, and the Seal of the Prophets: and God has full knowledge of all things.  (Q33.40)    

 Does the word ‘Seal’ refer to ‘finality’ in this case?  Does the term ‘Seal of the Prophets’ mean 

there will be no more Messengers of God?          

 ‘Seal of the Prophets’ in Arabic suggests ‘signet ring of the warners’.  It does not suggest finality 

for Muhammad as a Messenger (Rasul) – a Figure Who reveals a new Book and generates a new 

Religion.  ‘Seal of the Prophets’ suggests that there will be no more Divinely guided figures who merely 

rise and warn the people; that is, Muhammad is the ‘official signature’ or closing of prophets who warn.    

 Q33.40 also suggests that: had he (Muhammad) had any son who reached the age of manhood, 

then he (the son) would have been a prophet, and then he (Muhammad) would not have been the ‘Seal of 

the Prophets’.             

 Also, since Jesus is revealed in the Qur’an as a Rasul (a Messenger) Who will return in the future, 

the term ‘Seal of the Prophets’ cannot mean there will not be another Messenger.  Jesus shall be a Sign 

for the coming of the Hour… (Q43.61)  Jesus will descend to the earth… (Hadith, Sunan 37)    

 Other Qur’anic passages suggest that Islam will have a fixed term, implying that there will be   

future Messengers and Books.          

 None of Our revelations do We… cause to be forgotten,       

  but We substitute something better or similar.  (Q2.106)      

 Your position is that of a middle ummah (religious community)… (Q2.143)   

 For every Message is a limit of time…  (Q6.67)       

 To every ummah (religious community) a term is appointed… (Q7.34)    

 For every ummah (religious community) a Messenger is sent.  (Q10.47)     

 For each age is a Book revealed… (Q13.38)      

 God blots out or confirms what He pleases: with Him is the Mother of the Book.  (Q13.39)  

 When We substitute one revelation for another… the Holy Spirit has brought the revelation from  

  thy Lord in Truth, in order to strengthen those who believe.  (Q16.101-02)    

 If all the trees on earth were pens, and the oceans were ink… the Words of God would not be  

  exhausted…  (Q31.27)  

 These two passages from the Sayings of Muhammad refer to positive and universal changes in 

governance, religion, morality, economic prosperity, science and education – all initiated by a new 

Messenger of God – proclaimed by Baha’is to be Baha’u’llah, whose faithful followers are attempting to 

bring forward a vastly more fair and bountiful world.        

 He will rule with justice and will remove injustice in his days.  The roads will be safe and the  

  earth will show forth its bounties.  Everything due will be returned to its rightful owner.   

  And no people of religion will remain who do not show forth submission and   

  acknowledge belief… riches will encompass all”. (Al-Mufid, Kitab al-Irshad, pp 343-44.     

 The Imam who will create a world state… will bring succor to humanity.  He will take out the  

  hidden wealth from the breast of the earth and will distribute it equitably amongst the  

  needy deserving.  He will teach you simple living and high thinking.  He will make you  

  understand that virtue is… a mean between two extremes… He will revive the teachings  

  of the Holy Quran… He will protect and defend himself with resources of science and  



  knowledge… He, in the beginning, will be like a poor stranger unknown and uncared  

  for… With such a start he will establish an empire of God in this world.  He will be the  

  final demonstration and proof of God’s merciful wish to acquaint man with the right  

  ways of life.  (Nahjul Balagha Sermon 141, 187.     

 These passages of the Qur’an point to the Bab and Baha’u’llah.  The Trumpet will just be 

sounded, when all that are in the heavens and on earth will swoon… then a second Trumpet will be 

sounded, when behold, they will be looking on!  And the earth shall shine with the glory of its Lord… 

Verily, the Day of Sorting Out is a thing appointed – the Day that the Trumpet shall be sounded, and you 

shall come forth in crowds; and the heavens shall be opened as if there were doors.  (Q39, 43, 78) 

Themes of Engagement with Muslims:         

 Muhammad was ‘the Seal of the Prophets’ in the sense that He ended the ‘Cycle of Prophecy’, 

  preparing the way for the ‘Day of Resurrection & Renewal’ or the ‘Great Announcement’ 

  of the advent of humanity’s spiritual maturation…      

 the Qur’an is the Word of God, potent to transform the Arabian people into a great civilizing  

  force that led the world (from Spain to Southeast Asia) for 8 centuries…   

 the Qur’an is not inconsistent with parliamentary democracy, nor with due process of law,  

  modern industry and other practices found in modern Western societies…  

 Islam lit the lamp of learning in Europe, leading to the modernization of the world…  

 the imamate was a divine institution, but it became corrupt in 18th century Persia…  

 Sufi spiritual teachings such as the ‘Arc of Ascent’ are true & consistent with Divine revelation,  

  but some Sufi concepts are pantheistic, and do not properly acknowledge God’s   

  transcendence of His creation…       

 Muslims should recognize the civilizing power of the Christian faith, as well as the scientific,  

  technological & humanitarian achievements of the Western world…   

 it is important for Westerners to become more knowledgeable & respectful of both   

  the Qur’an & Islamic civilization…       

 Persia’s decline was due to in part to despotism & unbridled authority of both    

  provincial & local governors…         

 the Sun of Truth is shining once again in today’s world, but Muslims are veiled from this Truth  

  by their own rigid, corrupt & backward-looking religious & civic leaders…  

 today is the Day of Renewal (this term does not refer to the ‘end of time’  or ‘final judgment’)… 

 most Islamic interpretations of the Mahdi, the Return of Jesus, the Qaim, the New Book,   

  the superiority of Islamic culture & learning are deeply distorted, and this decline  

  was prophesied clearly by Muhammad.        

Common Ground: Muslims & Baha’is        

 belief in one God, Creator of heaven & earth…       

 belief that God is known primarily through revelatory Prophets and Their revelations… 

 recognizing the many names of God and the importance of cultivating Divine qualities   

  (such as mercy, compassion, justice & wisdom)…     

 revering Muhammad as a Prophet of God… belief in the Qur’an as the revealed Word of God… 

 belief in a Divinely appointed succession of Prophets…        



 revering Islamic civilization, with its comprehensive legal system, great universities,   

  beautiful architecture, as well as lofty philosophical & theological literature…   

 belief in the Hereafter and the fairness of Divine judgment…     

 belief in Qur’anic prophecies of the Great Announcement, the Mahdi, the Return of Jesus,  

  as well as the Day of Resurrection & Renewal…     

 deep interest in mystical spirituality & acquiring knowledge…     

 (with Shiahs) belief in the authenticity of the twelve Imams.                      

Engagement with Hindus         

 Abdul Baha said, in response to a Hindu man He met in Paris, The message of Krishna is love.  

All God’s prophets have brought the message of love.  (PT 35)  Krishna is as a Manifestation of God, and 

several passages from Hindu scriptures convey this station upon Him, and point to His Return (the Kalki 

Avatar) and the ushering in of a New Golden Age – the Promised One and the Promised Day.    

 Whenever righteousness declines and the purpose of life is forgotten, I manifest Myself on earth.  

  I am born in every age to protect the good, to destroy evil, and to re-establish   

  righteousness. (Bhagavad Gita 4.7-8)       

 Whenever truth is forgotten in the world, and wickedness prevails, the Lord of Love becomes  

  flesh to show the way, the truth and the life to humanity.  Such an incarnation is an  

  Avatar, an embodiment of God on earth.  (Srimad Bhagavatam 1.1)    

 The Kalki Avatar will re-establish righteousness upon earth.  The minds of the people (who live  

  at the beginning of the Golden Age) will become pure as flawless crystal, and they will be 

  as if awakened at the conclusion of a night.        

 Those who are thus changed by the particular virtue of that day shall be as    

  the seeds of human beings, and shall give birth to a race who shall follow the laws of  

  the Age of Purity and Excellence.  (Vishnu Purana 4.24)     

Engagement with Buddhists         

 Abdul-Baha said Buddha also established a new religion… The founder of Buddhism was a 

precious being Who established the Oneness of God… (SAQ 43.8)  The candle of Buddha is shining.  (PUP p 

489)  There are prophecies concerning this Manifestation in the Buddhistic books, but they are in symbols 

and metaphors, and some spiritual conditions are mentioned… (Tablets 565)   

 Buddhist visions of the Promised Day – the Renewal of Dharma, the City of Righteousness,   

the Pure Land of Universal Fellowship – provide images of equality, unity, cultural inclusivity, 

prosperity, natural beauty, as well as freedom from ‘mountains’ of inequality.       

 In those days… there will arise an Exalted One… fully awakened, abounding in wisdom and  

  goodness… unsurpassed as a guide to mortals… He will lead all the people to feel equal,  

  and to be of one heart and one mind.  (Digha Nikaya 3.76)    

 The City of Righteousness will become rich and prosperous, peaceful and happy, free from  

  plague and calamity, and filled with people of all classes and professions, and of all  

  lands… (It will have) virtue for its ramparts, fear of sin for its moat, knowledge for its  

  gates, zeal for its turrets, faith for its pillars, concentration for its watchman, wisdom for  

  its palaces… (Milandapanha)   

 



Engagement with Indigenous Peoples         

 Baha’is believe that God has always and everywhere provided guidance.  This means that 

Indigenous Peoples, throughout humanity’s time on earth, have benefited from divine guidance brought to 

them through prophetic figures.  There have been many holy Manifestations of God… two hundred 

thousand years ago, one million years ago… the radiance of God was shining… (PUP p 654)  Attach great 

importance to the indigenous population of America.  For these souls may be likened unto the ancient 

inhabitants of the Arabian Peninsula, who, prior to the Mission of Muhammad, were like unto savages.  

When the light of Muhammad shone forth in their midst, however, they became so radiant as to illumine 

the world. Likewise, these Indians, should they be educated and guided, there can be no doubt that they 

will become so illumined as to enlighten the whole world.  (TDP p 31)     

 Some Baha’is regard Native American prophets as divine messengers, and some of these 

figures have indeed offered lofty teachings and visions.            

 I saw that the sacred hoop of my people is one of many hoops – making one circle, wide as  

  daylight and starlight.  One mighty flowering Tree shelters all the children of One  

  Mother and One Father.  (Black Elk, Lakota Sioux Prophet, 1890)    

 I am Deganawida, and with the Five Nations confederate chiefs, plant the Tree of the Great  

  Peace... If any people of any nation desire to obey the laws of the Great Peace, they may  

  trace the roots to their source, and they shall be welcomed to take their shelter beneath  

  the Great Tree... We now uproot the tallest pine tree, and into the cavity made thereby,  

  we cast all weapons of war... We bury them from sight forever, and plant, once again, the 

  Tree of Great Peace... Many generations from now, a Great Light from the east will  

  appear, many times brighter than the sun... I, Deganawida, will be this Light, befriending 

  both white men and natives... The confederacy of nations will expand, and they will  

  become more unified than ever before.  (Deganawida, Iroquois Prophet, c 1400 CE)    

 Offer only lovely things on my altars – the bread of life, and jewels, and feathers, and flowers.   

  Let the stream of life flow in peace.  Turn from violence.  Learn to think for a long time  

  on how to change this world, how to make it a better place for us to live.  All the people  

  in the world ought to reflect on this, and speak well of this effort always.  Then civilized  

  society will last forever.  (Quetzalcoatl, Toltec Prophet, c 500 CE)     

 O Creator, you are at the ends of the earth, peerless, who has given being and force to men,  

  who has said, ‘Let this one be man and that one be woman’.  You made them, you gave  

  them shape… Let them live in health, free from danger, in peace.  Wherever you may be,  

  whether up in the heavens, or below with Thunder… give us eternal life.  Keep us forever  

  in your hand.  This offering, receive it, wherever you are, O Creator.     

  (Viracocha, Inca Prophet, c 1000 CE)          

             

Engagement with East Asians         

 The Master mentioned Confucius as among blessed souls, including Moses, Buddha and 

Zoroaster, who were the cause of the illumination of the world of humanity… Confucius became the cause 

of civilization, advancement and prosperity for the people of China.  (Tablets, p 470)   

 Ancient Chinese religion, perhaps dating back to the three Sage-Kings – Yao, Shun and Yu   

(c 2000 BCE) – has been described as “a religion of reason, a religion of the heart, morality without a 

church, social order without priests, and good conduct without supernatural sacrament.”  (Chew, p 185) 

  



 Abdul-Baha is reported to have said: The Chinese people are most simple-hearted and truth-

seeking… In China one can teach many souls and train and educate such divine personages that each one 

of them may become the bright candle of the world of humanity.  (Star of the West, vol 13, p 185)   

 The Guardian said the Master once remarked that China ranks foremost among all nations in 

material, cultural and spiritual resources and that its future is assuredly bright. (Letter, 1923)  The 

Guardian also reported that Abdul-Baha often spoke in most hopeful words of its brilliant future and the 

spiritual capacity of its people.  (Compilation on China, 1986)       

 Confucius prophesied in the Classic of Rites 7.1.2:       

 When the Grand Unity comes, all people everywhere will live for the common good.    

 Leaders of worth will be selected; their words will be trusted, and they will be makers of peace.  

 They will provide sustenance to the aged, employment to the able-bodied,    

  opportunity for development to the young.        

 For each, there will be a task and a home.         

 Possessions will not be merely for personal use;        

  strength will not be exerted merely for the strong.      

 Thus, evil devices will fail, and robbers and soldiers will be out of work.      

 This will be what we call the Grand Unity.   

 Abdul-Baha also commented:  (Japan) has achieved extraordinary progress in a short space of 

time – a progress and achievement which have astonished the world.  Inasmuch as they have advanced in 

material civilization, they must assuredly possess the capacity for spiritual development… According to 

report the people of the Japanese nation are not prejudiced.  They investigate reality.  They are not 

attached tenaciously to blind imitations of ancient beliefs and dogmas… The Orient… has ever been the 

source of love and reconciliation.  (PUP 485, 492)    

Engagement with Zoroastrians         

 Abdul-Baha said The flame ignited by Zoroaster is still burning.  (PUP p 489)  The followers of all 

the religions believe in a Reality, the benefits of which re universal; which Reality is a medium between 

God and man… The Zoroastrians (call that Reality) Zoroaster.  (Abdul Baha on Divine Philosophy, 1916)   

 Zoroaster (c 1000 BCE) is viewed as a Manifestation of God, Whose Revelation generated the  

Persian civilization.  Its theme: “Distinguishing Good & Evil, while Establishing Heaven on Earth”.  

Zoroaster is proclaimed by Baha’is to be in the Abrahamic Heritage, a blessing to humanity, as 

Abraham’s third wife, Keturah, gave birth to six sons who moved eastward toward Persia and India.  

Baha’u’llah too is a lineal descendant of Abraham, for Abraham had other sons besides Ishmael and 

Isaac… (and they) emigrated to the regions of Persia and Afghanistan, and the Blessed Beauty 

(Baha’u’llah) is one of their descendants.  (SAQ 57.6)        

 Zoroaster prophesied:           

  The victorious World-Renovator and his helpers… shall make all existence renovated – ageless,  

  ever-living, ever-benefiting, ruling at will.  The dead shall raise up, life prevail   

  indestructible, and existence shall be renovated at the Will of God!  (Zamyad Yasht 19.11) 

 Then will all men come together in the greatest joy… All men will become of one voice and give  

  praise with a loud voice to God… Weapons will all be made powerless… Then will the  

  Final Resurrection take place in the two worlds.  (Bundahishn, cited in Zaehner, pp 146-50)  

                



Session 4 – The Master’s Engagement with Scientific, Social Justice   

  & Spiritually Oriented People  

Leaders of Thought – In addition to people associated with faith communities and spiritually oriented 

groups, Abdul-Baha spoke with scientists, academics, humanists, agnostics, skeptics, social justice 

advocates, the poor and downtrodden, wealthy business leaders, philanthropists, journalists, writers, 

artists, civil servants and diplomats.  Some of these people were prominent or well-known in their day, 

and might be considered ‘leaders of thought’.  Are these groups of people not the same we encounter 

today?  What can we learn from the Master’s approaches and methods with this wide range of humanity? 

There is evidence of His unique power of adaptation to every environment… dominant humility in every 

group… seeming to follow, He actually led… (with) all-embracing knowledge… mingled with these 

highest products of wealth and culture with no slightest embarrassment to them or to Him… (and)  

outshone them in their chosen field… with an undercurrent of modesty and loving consideration.  (H.C Ives)  

Scientifically & Academically Oriented People – Perhaps we can consider these together, as they 

are usually well-educated in a traditional sense, and they often base their beliefs and opinions on what 

might be considered ‘evidence and reason’.  They may have religious or spiritual interests, but if so, 

these are often at the ‘liberal or radical’ end of the continuum.  Often their value-systems can be broadly 

interpreted as ‘humanistic’.  But they may also view themselves as ‘secular materialists’ – replacing  

religious authority and influence with values emphasizing physical well-being and material status. .   

Skeptics & Non-Believers – This group includes those who are doubtful about the truth and value 

of religious beliefs and institutions.  It includes people who are religiously unaffiliated, agnostics, 

atheists, secularists and materialists.  They may have experienced certain forms of religious abuse.  In any 

case, they are acutely aware of the damage religion has done in world history – motivating wars and other 

conflicts, oppressing many peoples and their cultural expression, dominating women and ethnic 

minorities, as well as opposing scientific learning and reinforcing superstitious worldviews.  Some 

sceptics and non-believers may have a well-developed materialistic and anti-religious philosophy.    

Others may consider religion simply irrelevant to practical and contemporary concerns.    

Humanists – This category includes those who emphasize human capacity and responsibility for 

lifelong learning (opposing the doctrine of Original Sin), welcoming cooperation with people of good will 

everywhere.  Though there is a wide range of opinion and practice among these groups, there are also 

significant ‘family-resemblances’.  If they affirm a belief in God, it is usually a concept of Cosmic Order 

and Justice or a sense of Ultimate Benevolence.  They do not believe in Revelation as an authoritative 

source of knowledge and direction, and they are very leery of Prophetic and Messianic claims.  Some of 

them may be considered the extreme ‘left-wing’ of the Protestant Reformation, since they emphasize 

freedom and individuality.  Or they might be described as those who try to integrate secularity and a 

scientific outlook with their ethical and spiritual concerns.  Many of them have felt hurt or oppressed 

by the more traditional faith-communities.  They now reserve the right to ‘change their minds and hearts’ 

frequently.  They emphasize growth, development, creativity, innovation and progress in their worldview.  

They are believers in evolution – whether viewed in physical, biological, cultural or spiritual terms.  They 

may have strong ethical, social justice and environmental commitments.  They may also have a broad and 

inclusive appreciation of religion’s ethical, spiritual and devotional aspects.    



 It is noteworthy that a longing for the Promised Day may be shared by those without any 

traditional religious affiliation.  Many non-religious and alternatively spiritual people seem to sense that 

humanity will grow up, though not painlessly.  Perhaps this is a deep and universal sentiment built into 

our original human nature.  The humanistic artist and poet Judy Chicago captures a vision of humanity 

on the other side of the Great Transition, a vision of moral-spiritual maturity that is recognizable and 

embraceable by all souls, independent of their beliefs.        

 “And then all that has divided us will merge  / And then compassion will be wedded to power   

 And then softness will come to a world that is harsh and unkind      

 And then both men and women will be gentle / And then both women and men will be strong    

 And then no person will be subject to another’s will  / And then all will be rich and free and varied  

 And then the greed of some will give way to needs of many     

 And then all will share equally in the earth’s abundance      

 And then all will care for the sick and the weak and the old      

 And then all will nourish the young / And then all will cherish life’s creatures      

 And then all will live in harmony with each other and the Earth    

 And then everywhere will be called Eden once again”  (quoted in the Unitarian Hymnal)    

Abdul-Baha’s Themes of Engagement with the Scientifically Oriented & Humanistic:  

 the essential unity of humanity & religion (as transcending other unities, such as race & nation)… 

 the inter-relatedness of all phenomena… the ideal or transcendent nature of Reason & Science…  

 contributions of Science & Social Services to a more peaceful & just world…   

 the human being’s transcendence of nature… man wrests the sword from nature’s hand,   

  and subdues it for his own purposes…       

 all reality as developmental & evolutionary… humanity’s capacity to mirror higher virtues… 

 the Western theory of evolution as too focused on anatomical progression, rather than   

  transference of type or essence… man was always man, though he has taken   

  many shapes and forms…        

 higher than the body-brain is the soul, which utilizes the body-brain,     

  yet can function without & beyond them…      

 Baha’u’llah’s principles unify humanity (eliminating prejudice, universal education,   

  equality of women & men, harmony of science & religion,     

  establishing universal peace)…        

 the unity of the Prophets (how investigating truth among faith-communities & among   

  intellectual disciplines would yield complementary views of One Reality)…  

 how ‘no religion’ is preferable to ‘superstitious, corrupt religion’…     

 how One God cares for & provides for all people…      

 rational arguments for the existence of God: since human evolution has resulted in intricate &  

  complex beings, it was fashioned by Deliberate Intelligence… since we perceive many  

  imperfections, there must be a Higher Order of Perfection to which we compare these  

  imperfections… weakness implies Greater Power… ignorance implies Higher Truth…  

  ugliness implies a Vision of Beauty… sin & evil imply a Standard of Good…  

 strongest evidence of God: Manifestations, Their Revelations & impact on world history… 

 but traces of the divine can be found throughout nature, and in the human soul.      

 



Common Ground: Scientifically Oriented, Humanists, Skeptics & Baha’is    

 recognizing Ultimate Mystery or unknowable nature of God…     

 affirming the spark of unlimited & intrinsic worth within human beings…   

 valuing an ethical-spiritual community… cherishing reason & the life of the mind…  

 recognizing the complexity of phenomena & the necessity of questions…   

 valuing the search for truth (wisdom & philosophy) and the effectiveness of scientific methods… 

 affirming the evolutionary nature of the universe…      

 awareness that there are ‘good people’ in all faith traditions & cultures…  

 questing for an ever-more just & progressive society…       

 awareness that law must often be tempered with mercy & compassion…    

 appreciating the symbolic interpretation of texts… the goal of peace & nonviolence…   

 stewardship of the earth & environmental responsibility…     

 avoiding superstition, bias & prejudice as much as possible…    

 recognizing the value of interdisciplinary integration… viewing ideologies critically… 

 acknowledging the hypocrisy, corruption & oppression of many historic forms of religion.        

Social Justice Advocates – Abdul-Baha spoke with groups interested in promoting Racial Equality, 

Women’s Equality, Economic Equality, International Peace, as well as Service-Oriented Education.  He 

was very encouraging with regard to these groups – whose participants tended to be action-oriented and 

global-minded, and sometimes strident and politically partisan – and He conveyed to them the relevant 

Baha’i principles and teachings.  

Abdul-Baha’s Themes of Engagement with Social Justice Advocates:      

 Baha’u’llah has provided new unity-building principles & institutions in our day…   

 promoting racial harmony & unity through fellowship & inter-marriage…    

 Blacks should appreciate Whites who have sacrificed for their emancipation & education…  

 Whites should appreciate the capacities & contributions of Blacks…    

 God makes no colour distinctions; we are created in His image…    

 racial & cultural differences are complementary… like flowers of a garden…    

 God makes no gender distinctions regarding worth & dignity; genders are equal in His sight… 

 gender differences are complementary…  like two wings of a bird…     

 women & men both have intelligence, virtues & prowess… education will show this equality… 

 women must have priority in schooling, for they are the first educators…   

 due to certain spiritual qualities – tender-heartedness, intuition, receptivity –    

  women can make a greater contribution to peace…     

 women often show greater boldness in working for the Faith…     

 women’s suffrage is essential, but militant methods must be avoided…    

 the new civilization will be balanced between feminine & masculine qualities…   

 the struggle for existence is the fountainhead of all calamities, the supreme affliction… 

 science, technology, education & human rights are key factors in socio-economic development…  

 wealth is praiseworthy if acquired through one’s own conscientious efforts    

  & if it promotes social welfare & development…     

 extremes of poverty & wealth must be abolished… absolute equality is undesirable…   

 just & compassionate societies must be established…     

 governments should provide legal protection to ensure the welfare of all…   



 communal village storehouse, graduated income tax, welfare for the needy –    

  these are all necessary economic institutions…       

 strikes come from the greed of employers &/or workers… resolve them by industrial courts… 

 world unity or global peace must come before – & will bring about –     

  the solutions to all global problems…       

  if we can learn to view the world as our one & only God-given family,     

  we will care for every member of our global family…       

  there should be an expansion of democratic, consultative forms of government   

  to bring greater degrees of justice & peace…       

  greater numbers of women coming into political power will contribute to    

  the building of a peaceful world…          

  True civilization will unfurl its banner… whenever… high-minded sovereigns…  arise…   

  to establish the Cause of Universal Peace… This supreme and noble undertaking…  

  should be regarded as sacred by all that dwell on earth.  (SDC p 64)   

 there should be an expansion of democratic, consultative forms of government to bring peace…  

 True civilization will unfurl its banner… whenever… high-minded sovereigns… arise…   

  to establish the Cause of Universal Peace… This supreme and noble undertaking…  

  should be regarded as sacred by all that dwell on earth.  (SDC p 64)  

Common Ground: Social Justice Advocates & Baha’is      

 belief in basic human dignity, reason & conscience… universal human rights…   

 aspiration toward ideals of justice , peace & prosperity…       

 belief in the fulfillment-value of work & social responsibility …      

 desire for freedom within the reasonable limitations of social order…   

 awareness of moral-ethical issues of injustice & inequality & insecurity…    

 belief in social evolution & progress… faith in democratic decision-making & administration…  

 belief in the effectiveness of coordinated social action…      

 recognizing the need for public discourse & prioritizing the issues of the day…    

 interest in social learning & coordinated application.   

‘Religiously Unaffiliated’ & ‘Spiritual But Not Religious’ – The percentage of ‘Religiously 

Unaffiliated’ and ‘Spiritual But Not Religious’ has significantly increased in North America since the 

1960s.  This category includes: non-religious, ‘new age’, humanists, agnostics and atheists.  A 2012 

survey reported 36% of the world as ‘not religious’ – Sweden (66%), U.K. (52%), Japan (52%), China 

(50%), France (48%), Russia (48%), Canada (24%), U.S. (20%), Brazil (8%), India (7%), Iran (1%).       

Spiritually Oriented People – ‘Neo-Orientalism’ is the modern Western adaptation of ancient Eastern 

mystical teachings, especially related to the ‘New Age Movement’.  This involves reinterpreting Hindu-

Buddhist spiritual teachings by Europeans and North Americans.  This process accelerated in the late 19th 

century after the World Parliament of Religions in Chicago (1893).  More popular forms emerged as a 

North American-European spiritual movement in the 1960’s.  It attempts to integrate modern esoteric 

wisdom (especially Blavatsky, Steiner and Gurdjieff), with Eastern psychology and metaphysics, ‘new 

science’, holistic health, peace and earthcare.   It wishes to break decisively from the ‘Old Age’ of dogma, 

conflict and cultural stagnation.  There is enthusiasm for the coming era of enlightenment and 

harmony, which is expected to bring an evolutionary breakthrough of consciousness to a higher 



level of planetary culture.   Many North Americans have grown up without any intentional religious 

influences offered by their parents, but then as adults, become interested in spiritual topics and practices.  

They do not wish to be affiliated with any particular institution, so as to remain free to explore whatever 

interests them in the whole field of religious and spiritual phenomena.  They have an appetite for popular 

religious and spiritual literature, along with related talks and seminars.  They often note that morals and 

virtues are taught and cultivated by various faith communities, and that there seems to be a universal or 

global ethic emerging.  They may be acutely aware of the world’s suffering, and the paramount need for 

compassion and cooperation.  They find interfaith projects intriguing, for such initiatives provide a 

safe haven, along with learning and serving opportunities.        

              

In our spiritual conversations with Humanists and the Spiritually Curious, it may be helpful to use 

 a  ‘map’ of REALMS or LEVELS  of  REALITY as conceived by ‘traditional believers’  

   THE  DIVINE  REALM :        

 God… Creator... Source… Great Spirit… Ultimate Truth… The Absolute… The Heavenly Realm…  

 The Divine Mystery… The Light… The Real… The Supreme Being... The Author of Creation…  

 The Most High… Brahman-Atman... The Transcendent Order… The Unconditioned… Eternity…  

 Allah… The Unseen/ Hidden... The Unknowable Essence… The Unfathomable Beyond… The One…  

   THE  REVELATORY  REALM :      

 The Word… The Spirit… The Logos… Dharma… The Path of Truth… Parinirvana…   

 The Mandate of Heaven… The World of Ideas… Truth, Beauty & Goodness… Archetypes… 

 Mathematical Truths… Cosmic Laws… Prophets / Messengers/ Saviors/ Divine Manifestations:   

 Moses, Jesus, Muhammad, Baha’u’llah… Avatars/ Enlightened Ones/ Revealers/ Seers:    

 Krishna, Zoroaster, Buddha… Founders of Faith… Perfect Mirrors of Divine Reality…    

   THE  SPIRITUAL  REALM :       

 The Next World…  The Higher World… The Celestial Order… Heaven, Purgatory & Hell…   

 The Order of Angelic Beings (angels & archangels)… Eternal Life… Moksha… The World of Yama…  

 Nirvana… Sukhavati (‘Pure Land’)… Realm of Hungry Ghosts… The Divine Kingdom…    

 The World to Come… The Netherworld… Paradise (‘Walled Garden’)… The Best & Worst Existence…  

 The Light & Dark Worlds… The House of Song & the House of Lies… The Spirit World…   

 The Land of Shadows… The Sky World… The Happy Hunting Grounds… The Other Side Camps…  

   THE  HUMAN  REALM :       

 Indwelling Spirit… Inner Light… Truth Within… Divine Spark… Soul... Desire to Co-create…    

  Mystics/ Spiritual Practitioners… Mind… Reason… Creative Capacity… Intuitive Understanding… 

 Spiritual Teachers/ Healers/ Visionaries / Shamans/ Medicine People… Saints… Devotees…  

 Sacred Time/ Space... Spiritual Disciplines… Cooperative & Organizational Capacity…   

 Stages of Spiritual Development: Awakening, Purgation, Illumination, Testing/Temptation, Unitive Life… 

 Aspiring Virtues (faith, hope, love, gratitude)… Degrees of Determination & Freedom… Choice... 

 Potentiality for Good & Evil… Diverse Cultures & Languages… Secular Powers & Agencies…  

 The Temporal Realm…. Society -- Competition, Consumption, Co-operation… Materialistic Values…  

   THE  EARTHLY or NATURAL  REALM :     

 The Creation & Its Creatures… The World… Physical & Organic Phenomena… The Explicate Order…

 Evolving Physical Levels of Being -- mineral, plant, animal, human… The Geosphere & Biosphere… 

 Bodily Desires & Attachments… Shadows, Illusions & Darkness... Ignorance, Blindness & Sin...  

Revelatory Origins of Contemporary Spirituality?... Possible Teachings of Hermes / Idris?   

 A mysterious and influential body of teaching was attributed to Thoth by the ancient Egyptians.  

Perhaps the same figure was identified as Hermes by the Greeks, and was viewed as the messenger 



between the realms, as well as the teacher of astronomy/astrology, mathematics, philosophy and music.  

Some have identified this figure with the biblical figure Enoch, said to be a guardian of secrets and 

prophet of successive divine appearances, as well as with the Qur’anic prophet Idris, said to be a man of 

truth who invented writing and taught divination.  This prophetic figure may date to bout 3000 BCE.  

 An Islamic scholarly tradition that speaks of three distinct Idris / Hermes figures – from     

Lower Egypt, from Mesopotamia, and from ancient Syria – all teaching a common body of guidance. 

(“Re-envisioning the Sacred: New Perspectives on a Baha’i Theology”, editor, Jack McLean, Los Angeles: Kalimat Press, 1997, 

essay on Hermes Trismegistus, Keven Brown, pp 182-83)         

 The Greeks revered this figure as Thrice-Great Hermes, and his teachings were handed down, 

both to the Western intellectual tradition and to Islamic scholarship.  This teaching has been referred to as 

the Hermetic Writings, and was especially influential in the early Christian centuries, in Medieval Islam, 

and in Renaissance Europe.  Through Isaac Newton, it played a role in the rise of modern science.  

 The subjects of Hermetic literature include: cosmology, metaphysics, physical motion of 

heavenly bodies, life processes and death, conceptual thought, sensation, intuitive knowledge and 

illumination.  Hermetic literature emphasizes the need to become part of divine life and to reflect divine 

light.  The earth and the universe are described as a network of hidden forces waiting to be discovered.  

 The theme of this literature is: “As Above, So Below”.  The most famous text of Hermetic 

literature, “The Emerald Tablet”, begins with much-pondered words: All that is above is like all that is 

below, all that is below is like all that is above, in order that the miracle of unity should be fulfilled.  

(Encyclopedia of Religion, 1st edition, article on Hermetism)  Abdul-Baha echoed this teaching: The spiritual 

world is like unto the phenomenal world.  They are the exact counterpart of each other.  Whatever 

objects appear in this world of existence are the outer pictures of the world of heaven.  (PUP p 12)   

 This philosophy includes teachings on alchemy, whereby physical and spiritual realities are 

viewed as interdependent and transmutable into one another.  This includes the idea that a human being is 

a microcosm of the divine macrocosm; and the harmony of the body is symbolic of the harmony of the 

cosmos.  A closely related theme in Hermetic writings is: “Learning the Science of All Causes to 

Attain Perfection”.  This includes distinguishing the basic elements of things both physically and 

spiritually, seeing how they are related, and re-integrating them for many beneficial uses & purposes.  

 Baha’i Writings refer to Hermetic literature, mentioning their historic significance and 

summarizing their essence.  Baha’u’llah said: The first person who devoted himself to philosophy was 

Idris.  Thus was he named.  Some called him also Hermes.  In every tongue he hath a special name.    

He set forth in every branch of philosophy thorough and convincing statements.  After him Balinus 

derived his knowledge and sciences from the Hermetic Tablets, and most of the philosophers who 

followed him made their philosophical and scientific discoveries from his words and statements. 

(Baha’u’llah, Tablet of Simple Reality, quoted by Keven Brown in Re-envisioning the Sacred, p 154)  Balinus has been 

identified as Apollonius of Tyana, a Greco-Roman thinker-visionaryin about 100 CE. (K Brown’s article).    

 Baha’u’llah described Hermetic method as follows: This is that which has been called the 

hidden craft and the concealed secret by the tongues of the philosophers.  By My Life, assuredly it is a 

noble science… the object of the hidden craft is this: From one thing the four elements should be 

separated, and after the purification of each of these elements from their non-essential drosses, these 

elements should be made one thing by dissolution and congealation… If thou art able to separate 

anything in heaven or earth and marry all of it together again after purification, so that it becomes one 

thing, the secret of this great mystery will become clear to thee… for this principle has encompassed the 

contingent world and all created things both inwardly and outwardly.  (Keven Brown’s essay in Re-envisioning 

the Sacred, p 173, from unpublished tablets in the Baha’i International Archives)      



 Hermetic Teaching: “(A)ll beings derive from one supreme God, who is the object of each 

soul’s adoration… By stages the seeker advances and enters into the way of immortality.  The first step of 

the soul seeking reunion with God is to recognize its own ignorance, for only then can it obtain the 

knowledge of God.  It is God’s wish to be known by humanity, God’s most glorious creation.  Knowing 

God requires the second birth of the spirit, the unveiling of the ‘essential’ human within, which means 

that the seeker must acquire wisdom, practice virtue, and learn detachment form worldly things.  Life is 

the classroom for such spiritual transformation.  ‘The pious fight… consists in knowing the divine and 

doing ill to no man.’  A human being becomes divine as he or she reflects the divine virtues that are 

equivalent to the essential self, which is the image of God.  Such a life includes praying and singing 

hymns of praise to God.” (Ibid., pp 159-60)  This teaching is close to the essence of  religion.    

Theosophists – Spiritually Oriented groups welcomed Abdul-Baha in North America and Europe.  

They saw universal history following an evolutionary pattern, not only of material forms but of intellect 

and spirit.  The final purpose of evolution is said to be supreme consciousness, and the purpose of human 

life is furthering evolutionary development consciously.  Theosophy’s modern form was developed by 

Madame Blavatsky, who established the Theosophical Society’s Objectives:    

 1) to form a nucleus of the universal brotherhood of humanity;      

 2) to encourage study of comparative religion, philosophy & science;    

 3) to investigate unexplained laws of nature and  latent powers of humanity.      

They hold of ‘Ancient Wisdom’ or ‘Perennial Philosophy’: one ultimate reality… cyclical patterns at 

all levels, microcosm to macrocosm… causation or karma in the physical, moral & spiritual realms… 

history & evolution are teleological… consciousness evolves through mineral, vegetable, animal, human 

& spiritual realms… Enlightened Ones aid humanity, but individuals are responsible for spiritual growth.    

Abdul-Baha’s Themes of Engagement with Spiritually Oriented People:    

 ‘divine philosophy’ or spiritual metaphysics & epistemology (found among ancient Egyptians,  

  Persians & Greeks), now being renewed…       

 5 kingdoms or levels of reality – elemental, vegetal, animal, human, spiritual…   

 4 criterion of knowledge (to be combined) – sensation, reason, scriptural tradition, intuition…  

 the human spirit’s capacity control the body, to transcend our animal nature, to mirror Divinity,  

  to discover the mysteries of existence, & to make earth reflect heaven…   

 eternal progress of the human spirit… humanity’s dependence on the Light of Manifestations…  

 our inner world requires an Educator-Gardener… Love as the cause of all existence…   

 the useless & destructive disputes between various communities of religionists…   

 we are all children of one loving God, & should love one another… cultivating virtues…  

 this is the Day of new thoughts, new sciences, new virtues, new spiritual springtime:   

  Green Acre shall become a great center, the cause of the unity of the world of humanity,  

  the cause of uniting hearts and binding together the East and the West.  (Aug 17, 1912).   

Common Ground: Spiritual Seekers & Baha’is        

 belief in Divine Reality & the Higher Spirit… belief in Enlightened Ones, like Buddha…  

 belief in ‘seers’ who may have special spiritual capacities…     

 valuing meditation, affirmation & prayer… affirming the power of the human mind & spirit… 

 respect for Neo-Oriental wisdom… respect for Hermetic spiritual wisdom & its influence…  

 belief in the Afterlife, and in communication between spiritual beings in varying stations… 



 affirming levels of reality & the discipline of metaphysics… belief in advancing consciousness…  

 holding concepts of the New Age & Humanity’s Spiritual Maturation…    

 commitment to building an advancing planetary culture…  great hope for the future…   

 perceiving that science & spirituality dovetail or converge… respect for multifaith wisdom.   
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